
Kingdoms

of the past
Anglo-Saxons and Vikings 

Year 6 Spring Term 2022

English

Beowulf – narrative retelling by 

Michael Morpurgo

Speech- Anglo-Saxon Speech

Newspaper report- Lindisfarne

Viking Saga/ Tale

Computing
Computing will be linked to 

the topic work. 
It will involve looking at data 

and data bases. 

Mathematics
Fractions, Decimals, Percentages.

Area and Perimeter of shapes
Volume of objects

Convert units of measurement, 
ratio and properties 

. 

P.S.H.C.E
Children will make 

New Years 

resolutions and 

goals.

Visit from Life 

Education: assess 

risks in their 

everyday lives and 

discuss illegal and 

legal use of drugs. 

They will discuss 
health lifestyles.

Art
Sculpture and 

Printing
We will look at 

Anglo- Saxon and 
Viking patterns to 
create print work. 

We will look at 
create sculptures 
inspired by Viking 

figure heads

MFL
French  This unit ‘Let’s Visit 

a Town’ covers: places in 
town, direction, homes and 
numbers. Children will use 
songs, stories and drama to 

develop their vocabulary

R.E

R.E 
Why do Hindus want to be 
good?
What do Christians believe 
Jesus did to ‘ save ‘people?

Science
Circulation

Children will identify and name the 

main parts of the human circulatory 

system, and explain the functions of 

the heart, blood vessels and 

blood (including the pulse and 

clotting).

Describe the way in which nutrients 

and water are transported within 

animals, including humans

Recognise the impact of diet, 

exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the 

way their bodies function

Music
Classroom Jazz
Music and Me 

Composing
Viking Songs

‘

P.E
Swimming

Viking Dance/Dance 
Festival
Tennis

Oracy
Speech

Anglo-Saxon Speech
as king of a Kingdom.
Emotive speech as a 

leader

History     Experience Day    Viking Day

Topic focus – The Vikings and Anglo-Saxons

Launch Activity – Design a shield and decide what they would take with 
them to Valhalla.

•We shall explore many aspects of Anglo-Saxon and Viking times 
including family life, invasions, arts and crafts, boats and religion. We will 
discuss how Vikings are viewed in the modern day world.

Write non-chron report on Viking Life 

•Geography

•We shall explore settlements in Geography, 
looking at different types of settlement and how 
and why they have developed. We shall also 
explore place names.

•The children will look at the country of Norway –
How its geography effected settlements and its 
people and we will study mountains. How does 
Norway compare to England? We shall use 
Google Earth to look at mountains and different 
place name locations.

DT
Viking longboats
Viking Creature 

heads/ Giant 
beasts


